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Robert Weigel
(Parent of 2 keiki that were enrolled in the Kamalani Academy/Harmony program for the 21-22
school year)
My position: I do not feel that Charter School Commission Board should approve Kamalani
Academy’s request to amend their charter to add a virtual program. I have attached screen
shots to support my testimony for the Board’s consideration.
Our family learned about the Kamalani Academy/ Harmony distance learning program for the
21-22 school year through an active campaign on homeschool social media sites. We initially
saw this program as an opportunity to assist our children in transitioning from 4140s to
traditional schools.
Lynelle McElhannon, an employee of Harmony Education Services created a ‘Harmony 21-22
Oahu’ Facebook Group for interested families. This group was filled with posts and Zoom
information sessions aimed to recruit homeschoolers. She later created the groups ‘Harmony
Ed Hawaii’ and ‘Harmony Ed Kamalani.’
If enrolled, families were promised an allotment of $1,800 per child registered to pay for
curriculum, educational materials, and supplies. Parents were told that the funds that did not
need to be paid back unless students did not complete the school year. When parents
specifically questioned whether or not technology, electronics, and other non-consumables,
would need to be turned in at the end of the school year, Lynelle repeatedly stated that they
would be the children’s to keep.
We enrolled our children into the program via the Harmony Education website. At no point did
we directly enroll with Kamalani Academy. Once enrolled, Harmony sent us a welcome email
for each of our children and they were assigned a ‘mentor’ that was employed by Harmony, not
Kamalani. Students did not have access to Kamalani Academy teachers. Our children have
never met, had any direct contact with, or had any method to contact, the teachers whose

names are listed on our children’s report cards. Parents were repeatedly told by Harmony not
to contact Kamalani directly. There was no oversight by Kamalani Academy.
For 2 months at the beginning of the 3rd quarter students in the program lost access to online
programs when the programs were shut off because Kamalani Academy had not paid Harmony.
No education was provided during this 2 month period. Amanda Fung, Principal, sent out an
email to families 3/1/22 stating “Kamalani Academy started to get phone calls from parents
that their access to online platforms was taken away.” This emphasizes that there was no
oversight of the program by Kamalani.
It was at this point that the school did a 180 and began telling parents that if they do not
surrender technology, items that the school did not pay for, that the school would withhold
their children’s records preventing their students from ever enrolling in another public school
here in the State of Hawaii. Kamalani’s tone was clearly one of threats and intimidation as a
means to create fear in parents. Kamalani also began placing blame on Harmony claiming that
they were unaware of Harmony’s policies and procedures. If true, it shows Kamalani’s failure to
do due diligence in fully vetting a program that they chose to sign a contract with and put in
charge of students’ education.
As Kamalani Academy and Harmony Education services “work through” their contract issues
due to Kamalani’s failure to pay Harmony for services rendered and educational materials
provided to students, Kamalani had deemed it appropriate to involve students. Children were
put in the middle of a contract dispute between an elementary school principal and the vendor
that she hired because the school did not pay their bills.
Parents should not be left holding the bag because Kamalani Academy chose to offer a program
that was not within their charter contract, and they failed to secure appropriate funding prior
to offering it. Subsequentially, Kamalani then chose to continue to run the program even after
the Charter Commission did not approve the program.
If Kamalani Academy is allowed to add a virtual program after what transpired this past school
year, what is to stop them from doing this again? Pulling a bait and switch, and using keikis’
educational futures as pawns to extort funding from parents that cannot afford it, all while
attempting to deny children future access a free and appropriate public education?
I ask the Commission Board to deny Kamalani Academy’s request to amend their charter to
include a distance learning program given the egregious behavior of Kamalani Academy, and it’s
School Principal Amanda Fung, during the 2021-2022 school year. Our children were entitled to
a free public education, not only did Kamalani fail to educate them, the program certainly was
not free.
I would like to thank all the members of the commission board for their time and consideration
in this matter.

